
  

SUPERDUPER - Victorian Travelers - Fall Winter 2023-24  

Victorian Travelers is the new FW 2023/24 collection designed by SUPERDUPER. 
A nomadic spirit and a great thirst for discovery is what prompted British people to travel at the beginning of the 19th 
century, The Victorian era saw a development in the transportation system, finally safer and faster so that artists, pilgrims, 
merchants, writers embarked on a journey of discovery, with the desire to become citizens of the world. 
The collection is a large collage of suggestions and collects souvenirs from distant places. Different embroidery 
techniques and small chromatic flashes lead us to desert landscapes where sand and earth give color to the felts. The 
journey is the common thread of the collection and is celebrated alongside the now famous Hobo, a new capsule called 
“Shelter”, unstructured and comfortable like a shelter, to feel at home anywhere in the world. 

 

 SUPERDUPER feat LorenzoJOVA  

After the success of the special collaboration launched this summer in conjunction with the Jova Beach Party, the great 
event that marked the Italian summer, the dialogue between SUPERDUPER and Lorenzo Jovanotti starts again. On the 
occasion of the January edition of Pitti Immagine Uomo, Veronica Cornacchini and Matteo Gioli will present their latest 
creative exchange with Lorenzo Jovanotti: a real collection where the hat is kaleidoscopically declined in all its shapes 
and shades. A six-handed creative journey born from a shared vision and mutual esteem. A set of travel souvenirs and 
small cameos to pay homage to the hat and celebrate its great ability to tell a story. The collection is very colorful both in 
the known shapes and in those presented exclusively. The layering of the bands of fabric reminds us of Tuareg dresses 
and their intertwine of colors and sand, while the visors of the caps cut out small starry skies. Patchworks and 
embroideries and even a curled revolutionary brim, to keep your eyes wide open and dreamy about what's to come.  
 
“We are very happy to continue this journey together with Lorenzo, a true friend and a great artist. It is always a great 
moment of growth to cross our creative universes and share the same path". 
 
 

SUPERDUPER meets SEBAGO – An Hobo Journey  

SUPERDUPER meets the world of footwear designing a capsule collection with the historical American brand SEBAGO. 
The free and wandering journey remains the main inspiration of the collaboration and continues to intertwine with the 
Hobo world and culture: the vagabonds who traveled by jumping from one train to another leaving coded messages 
along the way through sign language and drawings at the end of the 19th century. The capsule explores the cores 
values of the brands and presents a special limited edition of the famous travel hat. The crushable hobo hat celebrated 
10 years of success this year with an exclusive version of the historic CAMPSIDE lace-up in 3 color variants designed 
with the language Hobo. 

 

 
 
 
SUPERDUPER - PITTI IMMAGINE UOMO   
10-13 Gennaio 2023  
Fortezza da Basso, Padiglione Centrale   
Piano Attico / Futuro Maschile  
Stand F2  
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